
As the warren Commission re-enacted the crime: .Step I, the rifle, with 

camera attached. is aimed at President Kennedy's automobile. 

Step 	the poth of the 
assassin's ballets. 

Detectives reconstruct the Warren Commie/Ian's hypothesis that Kennedy, in the 

Web sear. and Connally, in front of him, were hit by the same bullet. 

Bullet hole in 
Kennedy's jacket 

By James B. Phelan 

Because of the difficulty of "proving negatives" 

—proving that something did not occur—"the pos-

sibility of others being involved with either Oswald 

at Ruby cannot be established categorically," wrote 

the Warren Commission, "but If there is any such 

evidence it has been beyond the reach of all the 

investigative agencies and resources of the United 

States and has not come to the attention of this 

Commission." 

Yet today, l2 years alter the assassination of 

President Kennedy, public-opinion polls indicate 

that the great majority of the American people—

two-thirds or even more—reject the commission's 

finding that Lee Harvey Oswald was the lone as-

sassin. Since the alternative is two or more as-

sassins, most Americans have apparently come to 

believe what the Warren Commission said it could 

not establish—that John F, Kennedy's life was 

snuffed out by a conspiracy. 

This shift in public opinion is not the result 

of any hard new evidence. No other gunmen 

firing in Dooley Plaza have been identified or 

accused. No guns besides Oswald's hlannlIcher-Cie-

cano have been tied to the murder. No bullets 

besides those from Oswald's rifle have beets uncov-

ered and linked ballistically to the assassination. 

There have been no confessions of complicity. In the 

single In31311C3 where a person was charged as a 

conspirator against Kennedy, the case proved a 

fiasco and collapsed In a heap of rubble. In spite of 

all this, the will to disbelieve the Warren Report 

has spread from • small group of conspiracy 

buffs into the American mainstream. 

In the past year or so. a fresh outpouring 

of hooks and articles attacking the Warren Report 

has created on the surge of post-Watergate distrust 

of any Government-endorsed finding. Complaining 

that the Warren Commission "failed to adequately 

explain various situations which possibly contra-

dicted the theory of the !one 333311011," the lower 

house of the California Legislature, by a vote of 

47 to t, has approved a resolution urging that the 

assassination be re-examined by an Independent 

agency. In the House of Representatives, Henry 

Gonzalez, Democrat of Texas. and Thomas Down-

ing, Democrat of Virginia, have introduced resolu-

tions waking a new Investigation. In the - Senate, 

antler at•thority from the Select Committee on In-

telligence Activities, Republican Richard Schweiker 

of Pennsylvania sod Democrat Gary Hart of Col-

orado have begun looking into three possible hypo-

theses—that Kennedy was killed in a foreign Com-

muned plat, that he was the victim of a domestic 

right-wing conspiracy, or that he was done in by 

anti-Castro Cubans. –The only thing I'm certain 

about." Schweiker said, "is that we don't know the 

truth about the Kennedy axsassInation." 

In appealing to the House for support for his 

resolution, Representative Gonzalez declared, "We 

must settle once and for all, in the Interest 

of the welfare of our country and the future 

of Its people. the truth of what happened at 

Dallas on Nov. 22, 1963, and what Lee Harvey 

Oswald carried to his grave.  . . There are many 

more disquieting questions to be resolved .. but 

they must be answered with calmness, objectivity, 

dispassion and fairness." These are admirable 

words. Unfortunately, they fly in the face of 

a harsh reality. The Kennedy assassination has 

become a bitter battleground in which calmness, 

objectivity, dispassion and fairness were the ear-

liest casualties. 

The murder in Deltas was a tangle of events 

observed in a sudden eruption of chime confu-

sion and horror, leaving a legacy of wildly con-

tradictory accounts. Felix Frankfurter unce 

observed that the greatest single source of 

miscarriage of justice is eyewitness testimony. 

That people saw Oswald in various places that 

would indicates his innocence, or remembered other 

men running with guns, or heard six shots instead 

of three. or felt bullets whistle past them from 

directions other than the Teitai Book Depository—

these were the expectable product of human frailty. 

The case was muddied by inept Dallas law-enforce-

ment work, and enormously complicated by thy 

killing of police officer J. D. Tlppit by Oswald, and 

of Oswald by Jack Ruby. The swift sequence of 

three murders, all lacking clear motive, and the 

circumstantial nature of the evidence against Os-

wald in the President's death, laid down a hothouse 

bed for the cultivation of doubt and conjecture. 

The Warren Commission', which sat from Dec. 

5, 1963, to Sept. 24, 1964, rested its case against 

Oswald on these principal points 

(I) The consensus of .itncsaes was that three 

shots were fired at the President's car as it moved  

slowly along Elm Street. with John Kennedy sit-

ting in the back and Gov. John ConnIly sitting 

on the jump seat in front of hint. 

(2) Three empty cartridge C131:3 were found on 

the sixth floor of the Texas Book Depository. 

where Oswald worked, and where he was on duly 

at the time of the assassination. 

(3) Ballistic tests Showed that these cartridge 

cases were fired by the Mannlicher-Carcano rifle 

ordered by Oswald, in his handwriting, from a 

Chicago mail-onicr firm under the alias of A. J. 

HideIL The rifle had been shipped to a post-office 

box rented by Oswald and was found on the sixth 

floor of the Book Depository alter the assassina-

tion. In Oswald's possession when he was arrested 

was an identification card in the name of Hake, 

with the signature In Oswald's handwriting. 

(4) Ballistic tests of two bullet fragments recr 

ered from the Kennedy CV, and of a nearly wh 

bullet recovered from a stretcher at Parkland ' 

pital. where Kennedy and the wounded Gov 

Connally hod been taken, determined that 

were fired from Oswald's rifle 

(5) The three doctors who performea 

topsy on Kennedy testified that the 

ritics o the Warren Report have produced no hard new evidence,but their  Irr 
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The way i1 happened: A mouse taken by a bystander shows John Kennedy. (with Jacqueline 
beside him and Governor Connally in front of him) at the instant he woo hit by the first shot. 

lice Harvey Oswald is kilted by Jock Ruhy in a Dallas police station, as millions 
watch on TV This is a picture of the murder token by u news photographer. 

Mark Lune, sine of the critics of the Warren Report, looks 
aver it model of the illumination scene .  

Commission exhibit. A sketch of how 
Ihr first shot pierced Kennedy's neck. 

-1 absurd theories have left the public more dubious than ever. 

hit him came from behind and above him—fforn 
the direction of the Book Depository. 

(6) A witness on the street saw a gunman fire 
the third and last shot from a sixth-floor window 
of the Book Depository, and two newsmen saw 
rifle being withdrawn at the same window. 

(7) A Soak Depostlory worker on the filth floor 
heard the cartridges drop on the floor above him 
after the shots were fired. 

(8) Oswald had been working on the stern floor 
of the Book Depository, and minutes after the as-
sassination he lett the building without telling any. 
one. 

(9) Oswald went by bus and taxi to his room, 
and then left hurriedly with a pistol. which had 
een ordered from another mall-order firm in the 
•me of Hldell, in Oswald's handwriting, and had 

delivered to Oswald's post-office box. 
'0) Witnesses saw Oswald slopped by police 

er Ilppa shortly afterward—why remains a 
try to this day—and they identified Oswald as 
•n who shot the policeman and fled. shucking 

-artridge shells as he went, The cartridge 
-..^ retrieves), and were identified by ballistic 

Wing been fired from Oswald's handgun. 

(II) Oswald was tracked by a series of witnesses 
to the Texas Theater, where he was arrested with 
the handgun in his possession. 

The Warren Commission distilled the case Into 
an 1182-page report. Then, In what it viewed as an 
act of candor, the commission published 26 volumes 
of testimony, affidavits and exhibits It was from 
these 26 volumes that the material for the early 
attacks on the Warren Report were largely mined. 

A/ exptnenced lawyers, the commission surf had 
weighed the contradictions between witnesses and 
the other anomalies in this vast, disorganized mass. 
and had discarded some accounts because of the 
observed demeanor of witnesses or the thrust of 
other evidence. But to the early critics, few of 
whom were trained criminologists or experienced 
lawyers, the discovery of some material that did 
not Support the summary of the one-volume War-
ren Report came as evidence of a biased or imper-
fect investigation. Much of the "research" of the 
early critics was the work of a dedicated group of 
women calling themselves the "Housewives Under-
ground," who combed the 26 volumes for what they 
interpreted as "suppressed evidence" and who 
traded their findings in indigrunt chain letters. 

This soon led to an uglier charge—chat the 
Warren Commission hod deliberately concealed 
some unpalatable truths. Harold Weisberg, a Mary 
land farmer, published four books at his own 
expense--"Whitewash r' to "Whitewash IV"—
angrily impugning the motives of the commsssion 
and its staff, as well as of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, the Central Intelligence Agency, the 
Secret Service, the Dallas police and anyone who 
had a good word for the Warren Report. "White-
wash V" is now in preparation. 

Others took up the cry. Their assaults came 
at a time when the public was already becoming 
suspicious of Government veracity, in view of 
disclosures of official deception about the Vietnam 
war. The thrust of this new wave of criticism was 
that the Warren Commission bad presented oniy 
Incriminating evidence against Oswald, while clos-
ing Els eyes to evidence (Continued on Page 11th) 

James R. Fission is 0 magazine writer who has 
been following the Kennedy assassination conies, 
ssersy for the past eight years. 
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pointing to his innocence. In 
1967, the critics found a pub-
lic official willing to arm their 
suspicions with subpoena 
power—New Orleans District 
Attorney Jim Garrison. 

Largely ■s the result of 
reading Weisberg's first 
"Whitewash" volume. Garrison 
launched his own rt-investl-
gallon. After four months of 
part-time sleuthing, he an-
nounced that he hid un-
covered  a  plot to kill Kennedy, 
that he knew the people in-
volved. and that he would ar-
rest and convict them and 
thus legally destroy the 
"greatest fraud in history." 
Echoing Weisberg. Garrison 
claimed that Oswald had not 
fired at anyone on Nov. 22, 
1963. This claim was based-
on a paraffin test made by 
the Dallas police after Os-
weld's arrest, which had not 
shown any powder marks on 
Oswald's cheek_ What Weis-
berg and Garrison chose to 
ignore was that both the 
F.B.I. and ■n international 
seminar of SO criminologists 
conducted by Interpol had 
found the paraffin test so 
faulty as to be useless even 
as • guide for investigators_ 

Some or the foremost  lu- 

minarim among the Warren 
critics flocked to Garrison's 
banner. They included Mark 
Lane, author of the book 
"Rush to Judgment," who 
served us a volunteer prosecu-
tor's adviser; Weisberg, who 
boasted of his role as Garri-
son's mentor, Prof. Richard 
Popkin. author of "The 
Second Oswald," who assert-
ed his faith in Garrison In 
a lengthy article in The New 
York Review of Books, and 
William Turner. a  former 
F.B.I. agent, who turned out 
a series of pro-Garrison ar-
ticies for Ramparts magazine. 
They followed Garrison on his 
erratic course for two years 
while he brought financial 
rain to a retired New Orleans 
businessman. Clay Shaw. 
whom he charged with con-
spiring to kill John Kennedy. 

In pretrial magazine, tele-
vision and radio interviews, 
Garrison made a series of 
claims that changed from 
month to month. He first 
asserted that Kennedy had 
been slain by a cabal of 
homosexuals in a "thrill kill-
ing" similar to the Loeb and 
Leopold murder of Bobby 
Franks. He soon  abandoned 
that solution in favor of 

An open:dew in the 1967 investigation by Jim Garrison, then 
New Orleans Darner Attorney. enters a sewer complex to 
support one of Garrison's theories: that the that that lulled 
Kennedy wee fired from  a sewer opening, below, On Elm Street. 
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plot by anti-Castro Cubans 
incensed at Kennedy over his 
mismanagement of the Ray 
of Pigs invasion. The web of 
the conspiracy he described 
grew ateadity to include F.B.I. 
agents, the Dallas police. 
ultrarightlat paramilitary Mtn-
utemen. Texas oil millionaires, 
elements of the defense 
mtabilehment, White Russian 
emigres. lack Ruhy, and a 
farmer Deltas sonmand-dance 
man who had later taken his 
act to Las Vegm. Garrison 
even dispatched en investi-
guar to Las Vegas in eOvertly 
tape-record the entertainer's 
act in search of Incriminating 
evidence. 

At one point, Garrison 
asserted that Kennedy wan 
assassinated "by a precision 
guerrilla team of at taut 
seven men." At another time, 
he said the fatal shot had 
been fired by a man who had 
wormed his way through a 
sewer pipe and had fired 
from a curb grating. He 
asserted flatly that tins mot-
ley crew was orchestrated by 
the C.LA_ When he finally 
took Shaw (0 Mal in 1068. 
the Jury acquitted Shaw on 
Its first ballot. 

The Garrison fizzle damp-
ened the Warren Commission 
critics for four or five years-
Yet many of them remained 
convirscol that the New Or-
teens prosecutor was on the 
nght read and had been 
cunningly nudged into a ditch 
by powerfid hidden forret. 
The latest spate of books and 
magazine articlee on the 7.FIC 
assassientastl awes a good 
deal to the cache of !earls and 
theories he loll behind. In 
fact, only last month, Mark 
Lane brought Garrison out 
from Obscurity and presented 
him at a "first national con-
ference' on the Kennedy 
atiseesinntion at the Univer-
sity of Hartford. Garrison 
toad the convention that the 
C.I.A. has destroyed democ-
racy In the United States and 
replaced it wills a Fascist 
police state. He was given a 
standing ovation. 

resident Kennedy 
was struck twice 
— by a bullet that 
went through his 

neck and than by enother 
bullet that hit his head and 
killed him. A short room,: 

strip capturing the fatal shot. 
end the events immediately 
before and after, was made 
by a bystander named Abra-
ham Lapriider. and the film 
has provided the Warren COM-
mlasion entice with their 
heat recruiting SOO!. The key 
frames show the top of the 
President's head being blown 
off. The film was purchased 
by Life magazine and was 
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made available to the Warren 
Commission. In recent years, 
sharp copies of it have been 
acquired by the critics and 
shown widely around the 
country. 

As Kennedy la hit by the 
(still shot, his head moves 
briefly forward — and then 
is stemmed sharply back and 
to the loft To the critics. 
this is 'tindIspuleble evidence" 
that this shot, which killed 
the President, came from the 
right front—not, like the first 
shut, from the Texas Book 
Depository behind him. That. 
so the argument goes, would 
Mean that there were two 
gum firing. And two guns 
imply a conspiracy. 

To the front and right of 
the President there was a 
grassy knoll, and the critics 
cite material culled from the 
Warren Report to bolster their 
argument that that was where 
the fatal shot carne from. One 
witness testified that he  saw 
a "puff of smoke" come from 
the trees on the knoll. Others 
saw two motorcycle officers 
lump the curb and race up 
the knoll as though in pursuit. 
A substantial number of wit-
nesses testified that the gun-
fire sounded as though Lt 
came from the direction of 
the knoll. If, say the critics, 
the laws of physics have not 
been repealed by the Warren 
Commiseion, and if the com-
mission hasn't moved the 
Book Depositary. then Pres-
ident Kennedy was shut in 
the head from the front right 
—by someone other than Os-
wald. 

The Zapruder film has 
won over many of its view-
ers. especially among college 
audiences. 	Representative 
Downing, according to press 
reports. introduced his resole-
don for a new Investigation, 
after his son was persuaded 
that the film invalidated the 
Ione • •ssassin finding. Yet 
them are other possible expla-
nations for the backward head 
movement that the believers 
in the conspiracy theory never 
mention. The movement could 
have been a neuromuscular 
spasm triggered by the head 
wound. Since Kennedy was 
trussed in s corsetlike device 
for his Mimed back, a spasm 
that straightened his legs 
could have driven his head 
backward with even greater 
force than otherwise. In any 
event, there is hard pri-
mary evidence that renders 
the Zaprider film irrelevant 
to the point at issue. 

During the years that the 
autopsy material W. /NU.- 

tered by the Kennedy 
the nature of the President's 
wounds wag the subject of 
rumor-mongering and specs. 

(Continued on Pogo 120) 
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bower. As a matter of fact. 
President Roosevelt was born 
in a house not For away, 
for this was the era when 
Gramercy Park, like the lower 
Fifth Avenue area generally, 
was the part of town that 
counted_ These were the days 
when front and back doormen 
bowed guests Inside, footmen 
were waiting to light the way 
and maid service was a 24-
hour convenience. 

Now the club tries to man-
age without even a superin-
tendent-41M an electrician, 
a plumber and a porter. 
backed up by • diligent house 
committee. And while the din-
ing room still functions (in-
deed, resident members are 
each expected to take at least 
S25 worth of meals there 
monthly) it is a rare member 
who eats there every night. 
Still. the club can say It 
is "in the black." 

"We've had our trials and 
tribulations," reflected Rich-
ard Seyffert, who teaches at 
the Art Students League and 
has lived in the RAC. since 

There is 
something 
in the 
atmosphere 
of a 130-year-old 
house that 
inhibits 
ill-considered 
improvements. 

1852. He recalled that there 
had been a Unto before the 
Third Avenue El was torn 
down and after the gradual 
relocation of the effluent to 
the Upper East Side when 
the neighborhood suffered 
something of a decline. Things 
have been steadily changing 
for the better. however, anti, 
like his fellow residents, Mr. 
Seyffert wouldn't live any-
where else. It isn't simply 
being In a quiet, solid building 
or having your own key to 
your own private Gramercy 
Park for a safe walk whenev-
er you wish—or even having 
that good north light no im-
portant for painters. It Is all 
of those things—the rich his-
torical associations, the build-
ma's physical charm, the ca-
mataderie—that mike It an-

-other One of New York's 
matchless rarities. ■ 

By Joan Lee Faust 
Gardening Editor of The Times 

n A FLOWERING PLANTTHAT BLOOMS 
BEST IN THE BATHROOM. Page 110. 
If you've ever failed with an easy how* pliant 
and wondered why (or succeeded effortkaty 
with a plant that other people find hard to 
grow indoors—and found yourself MN as myr 
Ube& thin book can tell you what happened. 
Sarni of the those' it explains are: 

1. Rules worth breaking' Next tone people tell 
you to vaster no African violet for anything elect 
from the bottom, show them page 13. 

2. What you can teem from your plants. In-
cluding what the leaves of a plant you are about 
to buy can tell you shout how much watering 
it will need and Mw often (page 3),  
3. Things you may be doing right without 
knowing it. 

4 Things you may be doing wrong. For exam. 
pie, a plant with yellowing lewd can be helped 
by plant food, but it can alas be hurt. How to 
tell the difference? See page 48. 

5. FOR PEOPLE WHO LOVE PLANTS BUT 
HAVEN'T THE TIME OR PATIENCE TO 
FUSS WITH THEM. How to keep plane in 
fine condition for two months without watering 
(pages 43-451 

7. How to know when you're licked. A merci-
fully small number CO times when unapt gar-
deners, give up, Lncluding one kind of insect in• 
fewation you can do ebssolistely nothing about. 
Also. Inaect pens Mot ma be ar your Merry 
Read pages 52-58 aye fisity 
• BROWN SPOTS ON LEAVES. SEE PAGE 
49 FOR WHY AND WHAT TO DO. BROWN 
EDGES? THE TROUBLE IS DIFFERENT 
AND SO IS THE CURE. 

The Nev. York Times Book of House Planta 
show. you how to do a Lot of thing, you never 
krnew 	

in 10 my end my money roils be Tully refunded. 

would cost Iota of money al a nursery land how 
to do the same spectacular thing with geris 
IIIUM4 or aeon lavender!). It also shows you 
how to do • lot better at the things you've been 
doing all along like watering, potting, feeding. 
transplanting, and training your plants to 
PemPet at morn temperature that are com-
fortetik for you. (Five plants not to try this 
with, page 181. 

For people who are almost (but not 
quite) satisfied with their 
house plants...and can't figure out 
what they're doing wrong: 
• If your geranium, Mum to bloom In winter no matter what you do, we page 61. 
• How to grow an indoor tree under artificial light if you hate floorencenta (peer 173). 
• For people 11.410 keep they fiosarnag plants in a ran-/oiled booth uandusa Sir pionta that 

shouldn T be there 

• Five greet plants you can grow in really dim 

105 plant., are covered in detail, esplainiza 
where they come from; what they look like ( 
art illustrated); erhatkindolvimenng and light 
and mil and feeding and temperature and hii-
midi ty and container each plant needs —and 
how much you can get away with when you 
can't provide the ideal conditions_ Other prob. 
Irma solved for you are' 

How to tell whether a plant is in trouble 
and needs help, or in just enjoying a perfectly 
normal rest period. 

Good things and bad things that air condi-
tioning dote to plantar land how to compenaate 
for the bed while taking full advantage of the 

S9 95 

The New York Times 

Book of House Plaits 
a 

6 Plante you should hare tried long ago. For good). 
instance, • below plant whine flowers look like 
petunias and bloom most of the year (we 1101 
and • CaCtu• that Make marvelous m • hanging 
basket. (A ascaia? See page 93). 

Easy recipe. for the three kinds of potting 
sod needed for the three kinds of boom plants. 

With 150 dlustrations !including doterei ahnn. 
ing you meetly how to do more tricky things), 
and • Glossary of peculiar botanical terms 
(Putieseenif See page 2591. 

Al leading booksons or mail this coupon. 

Omonneistrhe New York Times Book Co. 
Dept. 7 21, 10 E. 53 Si.. New York, NY 10022 

I Enteral Mew find Omsk or moos, antes in th. 
I sessions of 	for 	Oripin the Book of 
• Moo.* P.M 41 19.05 wen It i find the book is-
. sutras. for any reason. t new return OM noaN 
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HAMBURG 
There are lagers. And there are lagers from Germany. 

But only one is THE RARE F-1/2MBURG. Holsten Lager. 

The '1 selling beer in Hamburg. Now available here! 

Holsten Lager is crisp, light and authentically German. 

Everything you'd expect of a premium lager from Hamburg, 

the great port city of the north. 

You've tried other Imported lagers. The basic ones. 

Now try THE RARE ONE. Moisten Lager from Germany. 

THE RARE HAMBURG. 

Holsten Lager is available in handy 7 oz. nips and 12 oz. 

bottles at your local store and tavern. Leonard Kreusch, Inc., 

Carlstadt, New Jersey, exclusive importer. (201) 935-4550 
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HOLSTER' 
LAGER FROM GERMANY 

The Warren panel, says one of its 
attorneys, helped foster 'all those 

wild stories' by agreeing to the 
sequestering of the autopsy data. 

Continued from Page 111 

lation: much was made of 

the fact that no one on the 

Warren Commission or its 

staff had actually viewed the 

autopsy material. Joseph Ball, 

the attorney who headed the 

staff ream that put together 

the case against Oswald, says 

Chief Justice Earl Warren ac-

ceded to the sequestering of 

the X-rays and photographs 

out of concern for the sensibil-

ities of the Kennedy family 

and against the bitter opposi-

tion of the staff lawyers. "All 

those wild stories that circu-

lated in the mid-1950's were 

unnecessary," Ball says. 'We 

finally got Burke Marshall, 

who was given control of 

the autopsy material by the 

Kennedy family. to make 

them available at the National 

Archives for inspection by 

medical experts." The X-rays 

and color photographs of the 

President', wounds, taken 

during the autopsy, were ex-

entitled by • four-man panel 

of physicians in 1988, by three 

other physicians In the early 

1970's and by a five-man pan-

el early this year. All 12 

agreed with the finding of 

the original three-man autop-

sy teem that Kennedy was 

shot from behind. 

The critics continue to gain  

converts by showing the 

Zapruder film, without men-

tioning the autopsy reviews_ 

One of them. Mark Lane, has 

taken account of the review 

findings, and has attempted 

to counter them by citing a 

later comment by one of the 

12 physicians — Dr. Cyril 

Wecht, coroner of Allegheny 

County. Pa. 
Dr. Wechl had long been 

known as a critic of the War-

ren Commission and an op-

ponent of the single-gunman 

finding. Nonetheless, after 

viewing the autopsy material. 

he wrote: "So for as the evad-

able medical evidence shows. 

all shots were fired from the 

rear. No support can he found 

for theories which postulate 

gunmen to the front or right-

front of the Presidential car. 

The medical evidence indi-

cates that the President's 

back was hit by one bullet 

and that his head was hit 

by one other bullet only." 

Since filing his original 

finding, however. Dr. Wecht 

has written a letter to a Murk 

Lane fan saying. "The Zapru. 

dar film and other evidence 

is not inconsistent with a shot 

from the side. Please differen-

tiate this with a shot fired 

from the front." 

Although all the other ex-

perts have stood firm in their 
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I WANT 
YOU... 
TO HAVE THIS 
MAGNIFICENT 
BICENTENNIAL 
COMMEMORATIVE 
WATCH! 

infirmity. Dr. WechEs after-
thought has been added to 
the critics' anthology—along 
with grainy blowups of photo. 
graphs purporting to ahow a 
gumnan on the "grassy knoll:-  
lista of witnesses who heard 
gunfire from that direction, 
and the Zapruder film's "in-
disputable evidence" Of a con-
spiracy. 

A
part from the 
grassy knoll, the 
most hotly argued 
aspect 	of 	the 

Kennedy assassMation deals 
with the se-called "single-
bullet theory." This is the 
postulate that the bullet that 
pierced the President's neck 
went on to pierce Governor 
Connally's chest, go through 
his tight wrist and enter his 
left thigh—and then to fall 
out onto Connally's stretcher 
at the Parkland Hospital, 
having retained its near-
pristine shape and weight. 
The questions raised by this 
postulate are: How did the 
bullet fall out of the final 
wound it Inflicted, and why 
wasn't It shattered or at least 
distorted after no many im-
pacts during its flight? These 
questions have provided a po-
tent weapon for assaults on 
the report's credibility. The 
"magic bullet," as the critics 
have labeled it Is their Ex- 
hibit A. 	. 

To sort out the issues in-
volved, it is necessary to trace 
this aspect of the Warren 
investigation. 

In the early days of the 
inquiry, It was believed that 
Oswald had seared three hits 
with three shots. The first 
bullet. the inmestigaters ad-
duced, pierced the President's 
neck. The second, they 
thought, wounded Connally; 
the Governor testified that 
he heard the first shot, Muted 
to look, and then, while turn-
ing again to look over the 
other shouider, felt himself 
hit In the beck_ The third 
bullet struck the President's 
head. 

Then the investigators ran 
into trouble. 

The bullet that shattered 
the President's head frag-
mented, and pieces of a bullet 
were found in the car. 

The bullet that wounded 
Connally was, presumably. 
the one found In Parkland 
Hospital. Governor Connally 
had been removed from his 
stretcher; the stretcher stood 
next to another one in a corri-
dor; a hospital orderly remem-
bers shoving one of the two 
stretchers against the wall. 
and the bullet fell out. The 
three autopsy doctors agreed 
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It's time for the homemade taste of traditional holiday teats 
by Bahisen, the leading cookie baker in Germany. Made only from 
natural Ingredients, Slow baking assures freshness without 
preservatives. Available at all fine stores and gourmet departments. 

BAHLSEN KNUSPERHAUS. A do-it-yourself cookie house kit with 
simple instructions and everything needed to build this delicious 
"dreamhouse", plus a bag of cookies for munching. 

BARBER CHRISTSTOLLEN. Traditional German holiday cake, 
generously filled with fruits and nuts. A festive treat. Plain or 
rum flavored. 

BAHLSEN PFERFERNUSSE A box of 3 individual bags of Iced 
spice cookies with melt-In-your-mouth freshness. Serve with your 
favorite beverage, wine or champagne. 

BAHLSEN LEBKUCHEN. Fancy spiced holiday cookies, glazed 
with sugar and bittersweet chocolate. Perfect for snacks, they 
also make delicious tree ornaments. 
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that this une bullet could have 
caused all his wounds. 

But where was Me bullet 
that pierced the Presidents 
neck? Since it had Merced 
only tissue, it would have 
exiled at high speed, on a 
downward course, and pm-
same* would base caused 
severe damage to the interior 
of the car, Na such damage 
was found during an inch-by-
inch examination of the car- 

NedMoreover, 
 no bullet. 

tests of the Os. 
weld rifle determined that af-
ter a gunmen fired One shot 
he would require a minimum 
of 325 woods to get off 
the next shot. Yet analysis 
of the Zapruder film Indicated 
that Kennedy's neck and Con-
nally's back were struck al-
most simultaneously, within 
too brief an interval far 
lane gunman to fire rwo shots 
from that rifle, but to theorise 
that there were two gunmen 
firing from the rear would 
be to postulate something for 
which the investigators had 
no credible evidence. 

The explanation that recoil-
Wed these apparent anoma-
lies was offered by David 
Sella, a staff attorney. This 
was that Kennedy's neck 
wound and Cennally's wounds 
were inflicted by the same 
bullet, the one found at Park. 
Land Hospital, and that the 
third shot fired from Cieveald's 
rifle bad missed. Supporting 
this theory was physical evi-
dence that one bullet had 
missed, and had ricocheted 
off a curb. nicking a bystand-
er. Joseph Ball and David 
aelhs found further support 
far the hypothesle In a re-
staging of the critical few 
seconds when the shots were 
fired- 

"We sent the car [to Dal-
las]," Ball says, "with two 
dummies marked with the 
spots for the wounds. We 
had a man l0 the sIxthefloor 
room [of the book Depository] 
with the gun, with a movie 
Camera CM R, We moved the 

car On the route at 11 miles 
per hour, and we found that 
for a considerable length or 
time the two bodies were di-
rectly in llne. NO that a bullet 
fired from that gun had to 
go through those two bodies." 

In that case, what of Con-
nally's testimony that he hied 

first heard the rst shot but had 
not been hit by it? to being  

forced to accept the single-
bullet theory, Belle and Bell 
discounted the Governor's rec-
ollection on that score. They 
concluded that he had simply 
suffered a delayed perception 
of his wounds. As Belin writes 
in his book "Nov. 22, 1963: 
You Are the Jury," a detailed 
reconstruction of the Warren 
Commission's work, "Gover-
nor Connally was simply 
wrong in his testimony . . . 
just as every witness to a sud-
den and startling event Is in-
capable of being completely 
accurate.' 

The full commission, it must 
be noted, waffled on this 
point_ In a relevant passage 
in its report, it said (I) that 
"there is very persuasive 
evidence from the experts to 
indictee that the same bullet 
which pierced the President's 
throat also caused Governor 
Connally's wounds": (2) that, 
on the other hand, "Gover-
nor Connally's testimony and 
remain other factors have 
given rine to some differ-
ence of opinion as to this 
probability": but (3) that "it 
is not necessary to any 
essential finding of the 
Commission to determine 
Just which shot hit Governor 
Connally." belin and Ball flat-
ly disagree. As Bean wrote 
in his book, "The plain fact 
Is that it is absolutely Wes-
sary to the findings of the 
Commission to determine 
whether the same bullet that 
pierced the President's throat 
also caused CrOeerner Connal-
ly's wounds." The uncertainty 
flowing !Caro this passage in 
the Warren Report has doubt-
less contributed to the contra-
versy.lt appears that the com-
mission fudged its language 
here to satisfy one of its mem-
bers, the late Senator Richard 
O. Russell, who had trouble ac-

cepting the single-bullet theo-
ry. And ever since. the 
evidence for and against the 
"single bullet" has been a sort 
of Rorschach Ink blot in 
which different examiners 
seem to see what they wish 
to find. 

Dr. Wecht says his exami-
nation of the autopsy material 
leads him to the conclusion 
that the single-bullet theory 
is "untenable." He maintains 
that because of the right-ta-
left lateral angle of Kennedy's 
threat wound, the bullet could 
not have hit Connelly where 

The single-bullet theory has been 
a sort of Rorschach ink blot 
in which different examiners seem 
to see what they wish to find.' 
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it did withott making "an 
acute angular turn to the right 
In midair." To him, that 
"strongly suggests" • second 
gunman firing from the Texas 
Book Depository, 

Jacob Cohen, an instructor 
in the Department of Ameri-
can Studies at Brandeis Uni-
vanity, draws an opposite 
conclusion from his study of 
the Zapruder film. In view 
of Connally. movements and 
changes of pasture during 
those fateful seconds, Cohen 
writes in u secant last. of 
Commentary magazine, Use 
Governor could have received 
his several wounda from one 
bullet at the precise Instant - 
alien the President was shot 
through the reek—and only 
at that instant A bullet strik-
ing Connolly a second or so 
later (which is when thecri tics 
claim he was hit) "would 
have had to exit from the 
chest at a downward angle, 
to have taken at least two 
sharp turns upward in mid-
air — right and then left 
Into the knuckle side of the 
wrist; and than, upon exiting 
on the palm side, further up 
in the air than the wound 
of entry, would have had to 
execute a very sharp 
into the thigh: plainly impos-
sible." 

Then there is the question 
of the "magic bullet's" well-
nigh undamaged state. The 
tiny amount of metal lost 
by the bullet as It struck 
flesh and bone was quite con-
sonant with the infinitesimal 
amount found In the wounds 
it is said to have inflicted 
on Kennedy and Connally: 
still, its imperviousness to 
greater distortion was abnor-
mal. Dr. Werht emphasizes 
that point in arguing that the 
single-bullet theory is unten-
able. For the bullet to have 
suffered no little damage does 
seem improbable. But It Is not 
impossible. 

Perhaps the strongest ar-
guments for the single-bullet 
theory flow from the impli-
cations of the alternatives. 
Those who claim there was 

a conspiracy Imply, or flatly 
charge, that the "magic bul-
let" was fired earlier (by an 
unnamed Someone) into cot-
ton or water, from Oswald', 
rifle. and then planted at 
Parkland Hosea,' to incrimin-
ate him. Any conspirators 
who did that would have had 
to be both cunning end atupid. 
Why go through the extraor-
dinary convolutions of obtain-
ing a bullet fired In advance 
from Oswald's rifle and rush-
ing it to the hospital to incrim-
inate hirn—then plant • near 
perfect bullet that would im-
mediately amuse everyone's 
suspicions? Why not a badly 

(Continued on Page f 2e) 
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damaged bullet? And if the 
bullet was a plant, where was 
the bullet that did hit Connal-
ly" Where was the bullet that 
pierced Kennedy's neck? Did 
they disappear' Were they 
hidden? If so, how many 
people how close to the assas-
sination scene would have had 
to have acted with uncanny 
prescience to secrete the two 
bullets--and without anyone 
else seeing them do it? 

ice charge that may 
fairly 	be 	laid 
against the critics 
is that in propa- 

gating 	their 	conspiracy 
theories they do not let 
their audiences in on any-
thing ther would tend to un-
dermine or demolish this or 
that part of their grand mo-
saic. In a decade of largely 
unchallenged assault on the 
Warren Report, the critics 
have compilpd a record of irre-
sponsible polemics. misrepre-
sentation of evidence, uncrit-
ical acceptance of unproven 
allegations, presentation of 
theory ad though it were 
fact, and straining after solu-
tions that violate evidence. 
logic and common sense. On 
the other hand, It could also 
be said that the Warren Com-
mission. working under in-
tense pressure from President 
Johnson to resolve the 
rumors that were sweeping 
the country, tried to impose 
a greater certainty on its cen-
tral findings than was war-
ranted by the evidence, there-
by leaving the inevitable con-
fusions and contradictions in 
the report all the more vul-
nerable to criticism. Also, 
what nags at many Americans, 
and reinforces the doubts 
played on by the critica, is the 
stamp of secrecy that contin-
ues to keep much of the com-
mission material from the 
public eye. After brandishing 
unnamed denten, before their 
audiences, the critics. say 
there is a dreadful truth locked 
up in the Govertunent files. 

There is. In fact, a widely 
held belief that the "secret 
files" have been locked up 
until the year 2039. This date 
Is the product of A 1964 state-
ment by Dr. Robert Dahmer, 
of the National Archives. 
that investigatory records of 
the CAA,. the FRIT and the 
Secret Service are normally 
not made public for 75 years. 
Nicholas deB. Katzenhach. 
then Attorney General, urged 
in 1965 that all agencies that 
had contributed to the Warren 
Investigation seek early dis-
closure of their classified 
files. Some of the docu-
ments have since been re-
leased, but Bernard Fenster. 
weld, director of a group of 
critics named the Committee 

(Continued on Page 1321 
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on Assassinations, has 
compiled a list of 146 
Warren Commission doc-

uments still being with-

held: They bear such 
dike as 'West German 
Federal Intelligence Sere-
ice.' "Statement of Fidel 
Castro," "Canberra Ern-

bossy telephone call." 

end "Oswald safety de-

posit boxes In Laredo, 
Houston, Dallas  - Fort 
Worth, Texas." "If the 

Government is certain 
of its case and has no-
thing to hide," Fenster. 
weld says, "why not Just 
bnng everything out in 

the openr "I'm all for 
that." says Ball. "There 
was nothing I saw that 

couldn't stand Mc light 
of day" 

The need for disclosure 
has been heightened by 
recent reports that the 
Ella withheld Informa-
tion from the commission, 
including an alleged letter 
from Oswald threatening 
to bomb the Dallas police 
headquarters rf the F.B.I. 
continued interrogations 
of his Russian-born wife. 
Ball says the commission  

was plagued by hostility 
tram 1. Edgar Hoover, 
who had wanted the Ken• 
nedy investigation for his 
awn agency. Hoover had 
a long record of suppress-
ing any information em-
barrassing to his bureau, 
and there have been per-
sistent reports that Os. 
weld's relationship with 
the F.B.I. might have 
gone beyond that of inter. 
regatee. If he was some 
sort of low-level infor-
mant, Hoover might well 
have swept that Informa-
tion under the rug. If 
the relationship went still 
further. that too ought 
to be made known. 

What could a new (un-
dress investigation, by 
Congress or some other 
entity, hope to accomp-
lish? For 12 years now. 
the Dallas murder has 
been peered at. analyzed. 
dissected and speculated 
about. The critics feet 
they already know the 
truth. They want their 
truth Confirmed and the 
Warren Report officially 
destroyed. They will not 
be satisfied with anything 
less. The majority of the 
critic, want some "true 
assassins" — whom they 

Ms  "Ma& Wier "  

cannot name—put into 
the dock of history in 
the place of Lee Harvey 
Oswald. An Investigation 
that did not accomplish 
that would undoubtedly 
be dismissed by them as 
a "new whitewash." 

The effect on the gene-
ral citizenry is annthe 
matter. A new investiga 
Uon may not discove 
anything of any grey 
significance that is new 
But by compelling  a  pub 

lie debate of the kin 
that was aborted whet 
the Warren Commissior 
went out of existence it 
1964, leaving the field tc 
the critics, a fresh Invent 
gation should put the old 
evidence—and the ques-
tioning of that evidence 
—into clearer focus. That 
should have a beneficial 
effect on the country—all 
the more so if the invest!. 
gators threw open the 
windows and doors and 

examined all the locked-
up documents. Whatever 

the discoverable truth 

may be. it cannot be as 
dreadful as the fantasies 

spun by the critics from 

suppression of informa-

tion. • 


